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be fulfilled in India alone? If my arm or leg could be vitalized
to an extent far beyond the balance of my body, would that make
for my general health, or even for the permanent best good of the
one favoured member?"
I am fully aware that my mission cannot be fulfilled in
India alone, but I hope I am humble enough to recognize
my limitations and to see that I must keep for the time be-
ing to my restricted Indian platform till I know the result
•of the experiment in India itself. As I have already replied,
I should like to see India free and strong so that she may
offer herself as a willing and pure sacrifice for the better-
ment of the world. The individual, being pure, sacrifices
liimself for the family, the latter for the village, the village
for the district, the district for the province, the province
for the nation, the nation for all.
"May I even submit—with deep reverence for your message
—that possibly your own vision and inspiration would benefit
by adjustment to the world instead of only, or chiefly,  to India?'*
I recognize the considerable force of the foregoing
statement. It is not at all impossible that a visit to the West
may give me not a wider outlook—for I have endeavoured
to show that it is the widest possible—but it may enable me
to discover new methods of realizing the outlook. If such is
my need, God will open the way for me.
"Is the political form of government, in India or anywhere,
so important as the average individual's soul force—his courageous
expression of the best inspiration he can derive from the divine
spirit within  and all  about him?"
The average individual's soul force is any day the most
important thing. The political form is but a concrete expres-
sion of that soul force. I do not conceive the average indi-
vidual's soul force as distinguished and existing apart
from the political form of government. Hence I believe
that after all a people has the government which it deserves.
In other words, self-government can only come through
rself-effort.
"Is not the basic need, everywhere, for the clarification and
development of this soul force in individuals—beginning, possibly,

